This paper analyses the attitudes toward the Armenian Diaspora in early modern Polish society through a close examination of the issues viewed as burning by the contemporaries. The paper is focused on three such burning topics -a) the 'price revolution' and, in connection therewith, mercantilism; b) the growing level of consumption ("redundant luxury" -zbytek nierozmyślny) and the fears of social disorder aroused by it; and c) the Ottoman threat (real and imagined). The paper argues that there were a variety of discourses on the Armenians because the discourses were infl uenced by the different answers to the challenging issues presented by the representatives of various social estates -noblemen (szlachta), clergymen (duchowieństwo) and burghers (mieszczaństwo). Therefore, the attitudes to the Monophysite Armenians in Polish society were mostly shaped not as part of the Counter-Reformation agenda (as was the case with respect to Protestants and the GreekOrthodox), but rather within the framework of economic (mercantilism), social (consumption), and psychological/political (fears of the Ottoman threat) issues.
a different way than conventional religious minorities -Protestants and the Greek-Orthodox -who were represented by their own nobility in the Diet (Sejm). A different approach should thus be employed. The study of the perceptions of the trading Diasporas in early modern Polish society should be done through a close examination of the issues considered burning to their contemporaries. This paper examines three such burning topics -a) the 'price revolution' and, connected therewith, mercantilism; b) the growing level of consumption ("redundant luxury" -zbytek nierozmyślny) and fears of the social disorder it aroused; and c) the Ottoman threat (both real and imagined).
As Philip Curtin pointed out:
If people tend to be suspicious of merchants, they are even more suspicious of foreigners; yet some societies actually encouraged foreign merchants.
Where commerce was regarded as such an unpleasant occupation, it was seen as better left to foreigners.
1
Pragmatic reasons 2 were intertwined with social prejudices. This was the case in early modern Poland, when the nobility employed numerous Armenian, German, Greek, Italian, Jewish and Scottish merchants. 3 At the same time, in the host society the foreign tradesmen were attacked by mercantilists and moralists alike. 4 However, Polish society was not unanimous in its attitudes to the trading Diasporas.
There were a variety of discourses on the Armenians, owing to the different responses to the challenging issues given by the representatives of the various social estates -the noblemen, clergymen, and burghers. Thus, this paper argues that the attitudes to the Monophysite Armenians in Polish society were mostly shaped not as part of the Counter-Reformation agenda (as it was the case with the Protestants and the Greek-Orthodox) but rather within the framework of economic (mercantilism), social (consumption) and political (the Ottoman threat) issues.
in the memoirs of Jakub Michałowski (1612-63), the toll is labelled as "Armenian toll from [exported] money" (Myto Ormiańskie od pieniędzy). 7 Michałowski's evidence probably refl ects the toll collection in 1647, when 2,482 Polish złotys were collected, making it possible to calculate that in 1647 Armenians of Lwów (L'viv) exported through the PolishMoldavian border 128,238 złotys in cash. 8 The amount of illegally exported bullion is unknown. And most of the exported cash was used to buy Oriental luxuries on the Ottoman markets.
Despite a good many works on the trade of Armenian merchants between the Orient and Poland, the role of Armenians in shaping Polish Sarmatian culture is still understudied. 9 American social anthropologist Arjun Appadurai proposed to:
regard luxury goods not so much in contrast to necessities (a contrast fi lled with problems), but as goods whose principal use is rhetorical and social, goods that are simply incarnated signs. The necessity to which they respond is fundamentally political. Better still, since most luxury goods are used (though in special ways and at special costs), it might make more sense to regard luxury as a special 'register' of consumption (by analogy to the linguistic model) than to regard them as a special class of things. 10 In the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, Oriental goods -mostly imported by Armenian merchants -were used by the nobility to reinforce their Sarmatian Polish identity, i.e. as non-Western, in order to reject any attempts to establish a Western absolutist monarchy and to reduce the king's power, which in turn led to the establishment of the so-called 'Republic of nobles' -who allegedly originated from the Sarmatians. Since the Turks were considered by the humanists as people of Scythian stock, 11 the Ottoman attire, arms, carpets, and horses were retrospectively attributed to the imaginary Sarmatian ancestors of Polish nobility. Following the unsuccessful efforts of the Habsburgs to be elected as Polish kings, and Zebrzydowski's mutiny of 1606-8, Sarmatism was transformed into a conservative aristocratic republican ideology. 12 Following the end of the Jagiellonian dynasty in 1572 and the decline of the king's power, the trading Diasporas -Jews, Armenians and Scots -gradually established closer ties with magnates as their new protectors and business partners. 13 By the 1670s, a dozen new Armenian communities existed in the nobility's private towns.
II HELPFUL FELLOW-TRAVELLERS IN THE OTTOMAN DOMAINS: ARMENIAN MERCHANTS AND POLISH DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS
Armenian caravans regularly shuttled between Constantinople and Lwów/Kamieniec (Kamjanec'), frequently joining Polish embassies in order to travel under diplomatic protection. These joint trips were mutually benefi cial, since the Armenian merchants were bearers of in dispen sable practical experience which the Polish ambassadors lacked.
Polish nobleman Erazm Otwinowski (1529-1614) composed an unoffi cial detailed diary of the embassy train led by Andrzej Bzicki in 1557. When crossing the Balkans, the Poles were twice dragged 11 Nancy Bisaha, '"New Barbarian" or Worthy Adversary? Humanist Constructs of the Ottoman Turks in Fifteenth-Century Italy', in David R. Blanks into combat with Turks -once with shepherds 14 and again with two mounted villains who robbed the ambassador's épée. 15 According to Otwinowski, in both cases Armenian merchants were in the avantgarde of the pursuit and fi ght. When crossing the Danube, Otwinowski's cart was damaged by the boatmen, and it "was repaired almost the whole night through by the [fellow-traveller] Armenians, who are very much profi cient in this work." 16 Because of the ambassador's hurriedness, his train and the Armenian caravan were pursued and stopped by the chief customs offi cer of Moldavia, who extorted 400 thalers from the Armenian merchants. In describing this excess, Otwinowski actually expressed his sympathy with the unlucky Armenians, "since before they never paid tolls when traveling along with an ambassador." 17 In his narrative, Otwinowski reconstructed the dialogue between the ambassador and the Armenians, suggesting that the ambassador lost public face.
In contrast to the other Polish writers, Otwinowski gives the names of some Armenian fellow-travellers -a sure sign of his close acquaintance with them. While noting that the Armenian merchants proved to be very useful to Otwinowski and the embassy in general, in his diary he neither paid attention to the Armenian religion nor expressed any general judgment of the entire nation.
In sharp contrast to ambassador Bzicki, who failed to intercede for the merchants in Moldavia, the prince Krzysztof Zbaraski (1579-1627) made all efforts to protect the merchants at the Ottoman court in 1622. The story was described by Samuel Twardowski (1600-61), who served as Zbaraski's secretary, in a diary describing the diplomatic mission in verse. When the embassy arrived at Istanbul, the Ottoman offi cial (çavuş) sent by the great vizier demanded the 10 per cent toll from both ready cash and from merchandise the merchants brought with them. Zbaraski replied: "It is not proven by any custom or memory that a Polish caravan affi liated with the Great Ambassador has ever paid any toll."
18 Then he advised the vizier to consult the treaty between sultan Suleiman I and King Sigismund I (apparently the one of 1533 although its preserved copy does not contain such a clause), which reportedly contained a clear statement that merchants who accompanied embassies were exempted from any tolls. In accordance with Twardowski's narrative, Zbaraski made a statement which shed light on the nobility's attitude to the Oriental trade: "I do not invent anything new. The merchants will not pay the toll, even if they were to lose everything, including their life. The Republic will suffer less from their destruction than the ambassador's reputation [would have suffered from such a humiliation]." 19 In a very patriotic way Zbaraski attached the issue of tolls to the Commonwealth's public interest and his reputation as a person of authority.
His reply did not convince the vizier. Then Zbaraski made a proposal to send the Ottoman custom-farmers and search the merchants' goods. And if the sultan's offi cials disclosed merchandise worth more than two thousand thalers in customs duties, "I shall pay for the excess from my own purse, in order to keep the ambassador's reputation." 20 Actually, Zbaraski -as well as other Polish ambassadors -got his commission charge from the merchants. When back in Poland he reminded the Armenian merchants of his favour and expenses, and the Armenians of Lwów rewarded him with 5,000 złotys in 1624.
21
While they were very helpful and profi table fellow-travellers, the Armenian merchants also caused some problems for the standing and public image of Polish ambassadors. On one hand, the Armenian caravan increased the imposing magnifi cence of the Polish ambassadorial train. But on the other hand, in the eyes of the Ottoman offi cials it transformed an embassy into a hybrid semi-diplomatic and semi-mercantile enterprise. The offi cial diary of Polish ambassador Wojciech Miaskowski and an unoffi cial diary written by nobleman Zbigniew Lubieniecki, a member of the same embassy train, are good sources illustrating this point.
During its travel through the Ottoman domains in 1640, the embassy was accompanied by an Ottoman offi cial (çavuş) responsible for attending to all their needs. Both Miaskowski and Lubieniecki noted in their diaries that the avaricious and dishonest offi cial paid neither for their foodstuffs, nor for their lodgings. When they arrived at Istanbul "the offi cial rascally defamed his grace, Sir Ambassador, before the grand vizier, saying that 'he has only 40 horsemen with him, not noblemen but Armenians, while I had to provide him with victuals, giving to him 5,000 aspers for every night's lodging'. All of this is lie."
22 By attaching an ambassador to a caravan, and replacing noblemen with merchants, the Ottoman offi cial tried to diminish the status of the embassy. Moreover, the Ottoman demands for the tolls made the ambassador more vulnerable in the sense of demeaning his noble honour and his suzerain's reputation.
Nevertheless, none of Polish ambassadors and their companions had ever complained about the Armenian merchants in their reports and diaries. Pragmatic gains -the commission charge paid by the Armenian merchants for exemption from the tolls as well as their evident efficiency during the trips -outweighed the occasional reputational risk.
The triumph of practical considerations over religiosity was represented in another story in Lubieniecki's diary. He describes how the Polish embassy's residence was visited on 30 April by a captivePiotr of Komarno, a former Polish trumpeter. He was captured in Ukraine by the Tatars and sold to Istanbul. There, after 27 years of enslavement, he converted to Islam and was then freed. Piotr "said that now he has no urgent work and 'if you need something I will gladly help you.' We thanked him for that and were happy that the Lord God sent to us this good man in order to release us from the Armenians -the great swindlers." 23 Why did Lubieniecki suddenly call the Armenians "the great swindlers" -giving no examples of their swindles? On 2 and 3 May Piotr took the Poles to a market (bezestan). Lubieniecki describes his successful shopping and the purchases he made with a great relish. One could suggest that Armenian merchants fell into Lubieniecki's disgrace because of a disappointment during the shopping. Probably, they guided the Polish noblemen to the shops of their partners -most likely the local Armenians -who asked for disappointingly high prices. The fact of Piotr's apostasy did not infl uence Lubieniecki's superb characterization of him -"the Lord God sent to us this good man". Thus, the heaven-sent renegade was closer to the Polish nobleman than the Christian Armenians, since the apostate guided them to shops with affordable prices.
It can be seen that Polish ambassadors did not consider the outfl ow of money from Poland to the Ottoman Empire as harmful to the Polish economy. Quite the contrary, they made deliberate efforts to exempt the merchants -mostly Armenians -from the toll, in order to establish favourable conditions for the outfl ow. And the ambassadors did not make a secret of this. 24 Moreover, the Polish noblemen gladly joined the embassy's train in order to shop in the bazaars of Istanbul.
Marcin Paszkowski, in his compendium work (1615), mentioned that Greeks and Armenians fearlessly helped captives to escape from Ottoman slavery. 25 Admittedly, it is a verbatim borrowing from a popular work on the Christian captives published by a Croatian Bartolomej Georgijević (1510-66) in 1544 and based on his personal experience (1526-38). 26 Thus, in the nobility's discourse on the Ottoman threat the Armenians were on the right side.
III NOBLEMEN ON THE ARMENIAN FAITH
In general, the noblemen were ignorant of the peculiarities of the Armenian faith. When the King Ladislaus IV Vasa (1632-48) made efforts at the beginning of his rule to settle the discontent of the religious dissidents, the Armenians were among them. 27 In contrast to Orthodox Ruthenians and various Protestant denominations, Armenians had no nobility to protect them in the Sejm, therefore they could not obtain special consideration for their issues. The Armenians were considered by contemporaries to be among the 'Oriental Christians', therefore Radziwiłł put them in the same rank with the Greek-Orthodox Ruthenians.
Protestants demonstrated more interest in other non-Catholic churches, although the only Polish noble author who showed interest in the Armenian faith was Jan Łasicki (1534-99). In his brief work On the Armenian faith (1582), Łasicki noted the superior credentials of the Armenians of Lwów: "They are noble, human, frank, generous, open-minded, but at the same time cautious, elegant, sophisticated, wealthy men with nice faces and black beards, who have devoted themselves to the commerce with Oriental goods. They are nominated to redeem the captive Christians, and are generous donors."
29 As a Protestant intellectual, Łasicki paid particular attention to two crucial issues -the attitude of the Armenian Church to the papacy and the language of Armenian liturgy. Thus, he wrote: "I discussed their religion with two priests (there are six others). A Polish hussar and historian Wespazjan Kochowski (1633-1700) described in a vivid manner how Armenian merchants purveyed the Polish army approaching Lwów in June 1653: "Armenians give splendid luxury on credit, thus provoking temptations; they sell their goods on trust, supply various beverages and delicious food."
35 Though Armenians provided the warriors not only with food but also with luxury, Kochowski addressed his criticism rather to the prodigal Polish soldiers, who "in one day of such conviviality wasted their quarterly allowance." 36 Armenian merchants' readiness to sell on credit was well-known in contemporary Poland. In the popular print Lamentation over dead Creditpublished ca. 1655 and circulated widely in contemporary Poland -'an Armenian' was represented in the centre of a group of merchants, tavern-keepers and artisans mourning over unpaid personal credit. The verses at the bottom of the woodcut represent their sentiments, including this: "An Armenian sold on credit various goods, though if he sold for cash he would have gained plenty of money." 37 There is a strong probability that Kochowski made reference to this particular woodcut because he wrote the word Crediti in italics and with capital letters, as if it was a book title.
Because of their diplomatic and economic services to the king and the Polish military leadership, the wealthy Armenian merchants were also purveyors to the royal household and army.
38 Following the royal court and army could be both a lucrative business as well as a dangerous and ruinous adventure. When on 1 July 1656 the Swedish army abandoned Warsaw to the army of John Casimir Vasa, the Polish military leadership took measures to protect the city from devastation. When stopped by the hetmans and loyal troops, angry volunteers and servants attacked and ransacked an Armenian bazaar situated next 35 Wespazjan Kochowski, Annalium Poloniae ab obitu Vladislai IV Climacter primus (Kraków, 1683), 371. 36 Ibidem. to the king's headquarters. As an eyewitness described it "a certain rascal in order to calm them gave the villainous advice to pay themselves with Armenian goods."
39 Jakub Łoś (1632-88), a Polish hussar who took part in the battle, noted in his diary:
when the servants realized that they were withheld from the plunder of Warsaw, they ransacked the Armenians and their bazaar. The losses by the Armenians reached 200,000 [złotys] , and from that time we were left almost without Turkish goods, and the treasury held before [by the Armenians] was lost, to the great harm to the army because it was from there that warriors were given necessary goods which they needed in accordance with their achievements. 40 The 'Turkish goods' ordinarily taken by Polish warriors on a march 41 were considered by Łoś as necessary for military service. Moreover, Łoś expressed the pragmatic opinion that the ransacking of the Armenian merchants had caused a shortage in supply and great harm to the army.
On the other hand, the early seventeenth century witnessed a growing number of Polish noble authors who expressed criticism of the redundant luxury and Poland's unbalanced foreign trade. Usually, the authors of pamphlets and satires attacked their noble compatriotssybaritic youth, modish women, and their amenable husbands. At the same time, Polish mercantilists fi ercely criticized the merchants for fl ooding the market with expensive foreign goods of questionable quality (Robba per Polonia), unreasonably high prices, and the cash outfl ow. 42 They accused the merchants of demoralizing society by importing luxury goods and by their "tricks and intolerable profi ts" (fortele i zyski nieznośne parlance to write that "the merchants are hunting for our purses like snooping hounds and pointing dogs."
43 Burghers were equated with enemies "destroying and impoverishing the Kingdom and robbing its wealth while enriching foreign countries and themselves." 44 In the background, the noble pamphleteers also depicted the foreign nations -Germans, Italians, Englishmen, Dutchmen, Frenchmen, Spaniards, Turks, and even Magyars -as making a profi t off of a Polish prodigal lifestyle. Some of the authors released pointed arrows of criticism against the trading Diasporas -Jewish and Scottish, although only two of them -Piotr Zbylitowski (1569-1649) and Wojciech Gostkowski (1st half 17th c., see below) -mentioned Armenians in their writings.
Piotr Zbylitowski in his Conversation between a Polish nobleman and a foreigner (1600) represented the unreasonable consumption using lines such as:
Laughs the unpretentious Spaniard, mocks the learned Italian, Almost all nations know about our extravagances, An Armenian [merchant] will routinely weigh a pound of pepper, A resident of Gdańsk will repeatedly take a half-spoon of saffron. 45 Pepper and saffron were the most expensive spices used in cuisine and medicine. And their routine purchase in such vast doses, such as a pound and a half-spoon, respectively, was seen by contemporaries as a manifest sign of extravagancy. "An Armenian [merchant]" in this verse is depicted as an average seller doing his routine work -without any moral judgement, like a "snooping hound" or a "pointing dog". Thus, the principal targets of the noblemen's moralist/mercantilist criticism were native merchants and burghers in general.
Even 
Jarosław in the Course of General Fair
46 (1625), Wawrzyniec Chlebowski gave a detailed account of foreign merchants and their commodities. At the very epicentre of the fair trade was a church formerly ornamented by the glorious princes, and encircled by the expensive merchandise of Armenians. 47 It was destroyed by fi re, along with "numerous Armenian vendor kiosks with expensive merchandise, full of silk and Persian carpets." 48 Chlebowski turned his main criticism against the Poles -actually the noble owners of the private towns -for turning the churches and graveyards into market places. 49 According to Chlebowski, the noblemen's willfulness, mutinies, and feuds had brought upon them a divine scourge. Chlebowski presented the great fi re as one of many other recent signs of God's wrath. 50 In his early works, Chlebowski criticized Zebrzydowski's confederation of 1606-8 and promoted the idea of an anti-Ottoman league. Nevertheless, he did not use the opportunity to blame Armenian merchants for bringing Oriental extravagancies to Poland or offer unsubstantiated allegations of espionage on behalf of the Ottomans. Quite on the contrary, he expressed his compassion for the merchants: The Protestants and the Catholics accused each other of secret agreements with the Turks, pointing out that their adversaries had a more common background with Islam than with Christianity. 53 In the age of religious wars, Protestants and Muslims had common interests, an embarrassing truth that gave plausibility to the smears of those Catholic polemicists who accused Protestant foes of 'Calvino-Turkism'.
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In the mid-sixteenth century, one could witness dramatic changes in the clothing habits of both Hungarian and Polish noblemen, who increasingly followed the Oriental/Ottoman fashion.
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All the ambassadors and their noble retinue had to be dressed in the Ottoman garment offered them before an audience with the sultan. After the ceremony, the kaftans/khilats -the robes of honour -were gifted to them on behalf of the sultan. 56 57 Polish noblemen took them back to Poland as a sign of prestige. At the same time, the Ottomans considered the ceremonial wearing of kaftans by ambassadors as a sign of their subjugation. The ceremonial dressing of kaftans, as well as banqueting with Ottoman meals, quite clearly expressed the idea that the sultan cares for his subjects by providing them with food and clothes. 58 This is why after the Ottomans were defeated by the Holy League, the Peace of Karlowitz (1699) had a particular paragraph, stating that the Habsburg ambassadors were no longer obliged to wear a khilat during audiences with the sultan. 59 This did not take place in the Polish case, since in the seventeenth century the Oriental attire was no longer perceived by the nobility as foreign, but as a Polish/Sarmatian national costume.
The change in attire was an important part of the conversion ceremony. Renegades took off their old clothes, dressed themselves in the Ottoman dress and put on white turbans.
60 Some Polish renegades made successful careers in the Ottoman Empire, for instance, a nobleman Jan Kierdej (ca. 1490 -ca. 1557).
Thus, one should not be surprised that the Polish Catholic clergy saw the change of attire/appearance as resulting from, or leading to, the religious conversion to 'Lutheran/Arian heresy' or Islam.
It Though Gratiani -and his high-ranking patron -were aware of Armenian commercial privileges in the Muslim countries, he did not question their loyalty to Poland and Christendom in general. On the contrary, he identifi ed Armenians as victims "of Turkish tyranny". Finally, Gratiani defi ned their trade in Oriental goods as useful for the Rus' palatinate of Poland.
Benedykt Herbest (1538-98), a Catholic preacher and later a Jesuit, in the years 1555-8 was a rector of the municipal school in Lwów, and undoubtedly had some fi rst-hand observations of the local Armenians. In a letter written in 1566 to Stanisław Herburt, a chatelaine of Lwów, Herbest describes local Armenians as people "of the same creed as us" since "they are openly acknowledging the primacy of our [Catholic] archbishop of Lwów over their bishop and priests, are gladly visiting our [Catholic] churches, are honestly present at the mass, and, fi nally, if necessary they take the sacraments in our churches." 63 Then Herbest gave an example how close Armenians were to the Catholic Church. He described how the previous year one of them -"Jurek, an Armenian, a merchant well-known in the whole of Rus'" -fell ill during a fair at Mościska (not far from Przemyśl) and made his confession to a Catholic priest, took from him his last sacrament, and was buried in accordance with the Catholic rite.
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Marcin Kromer (1512-89), then Roman-Catholic Coadjutor Bishop of Warmia (1570-9), in his general description of Poland (1575) reported that Armenians dwelled in some cities of Rus' and Podolia, observed their rite, used their language in liturgy, and acknowledged the primacy of the Roman Church and Roman Pontiff. Church for abandoning the true faith of the early Christians. This is why the reports of the Catholic observers emphasized the proximity of the Armenian faith to the Catholic one. Nonetheless, slight changes in the perception of the Armenians could be noted already in late 1570s. Piotr Skarga (1536-1612), a Jesuit (1569) and royal court preacher (1588-1612), who had spent some time in Lwów in the 1560s, in his work 'On the Unity of the Church of God' (fi rst published in 1577) reported on the origins of "Armenian mistakes" when describing the Council of Florence in 1439. According to Skarga, because of the Armenians' wrong-headedness "[t]hey were punished by God with the pagan Turkish captivity, and were dispersed over many kingdoms." 67 One can see here an allusion to the Jews, whose dispersion was seen in Christian tradition as punishment for their sins.
In the 1590s one could witness in Poland a growing number of writings accusing the Jews as spies in the service of the sultans, but now they found themselves in company with the Armenians and some other non-Catholic nations.
The increase in xenophobic statements and in fears of the Ottoman threat can be partly explained by the so-called Thirteen Years' Habsburg-Ottoman War in 1593-1606, and the Polish-Ottoman war in 1620-1. If the Polish Catholic clergy were for joining the anti-Ottoman coalition, the Polish nobility tended toward anti-Habsburg neutrality. The attempts by the Habsburgs to be elected as kings of Poland led to the military confl icts in 1576 and 1587-8, thereby strengthening the anti-Habsburg mood of the Polish nobility. There was also a growing tension between the Polish nobility and Sigismund III (1587-1632), supported by the Catholic clergy. This tension in the upper political and religious spheres also affected their attitudes toward the trading Diasporas.
An original idea -that the suspect Diasporas would have to pay for the defence of Poland's eastern borderlands from the Turks and Tatarswas openly expressed by some Catholic hierarchy. Józef Wereszczyński, Catholic Bishop of Kijów (Kiev) also known for his appeals for a war against the Turks and Tatars (Ekscytarz, 1592; Pobudka, 1594; Votum, 1597), in his message (Publika, 1594) to the regional assemblies of Polish noblemen (dietines, i.e. sejmiki) proposed to establish in Ukraine (na Zadnieprzu) a military academy (Szkoła Rycerska) and a detachment based on the rules of the Order of Malta, in order to defend this borderland from the Turks, Tatars, and Muscovites. Among other ways of fi nancing these two units, he proposed the implementation of a poll tax to be collected from Jews, Armenians, and Gypsies -a gold coin per capita. 68 If any nobleman would try to protect the Jews from this tax, Wereszczyński reminded them that the Jews were "enemies of God and of us". 69 Wereszczyński claimed that Armenians, Jews and Gypsies "are taking away the secrets and making all deals of the Polish kingdom known to the foreign nations. Armenians stated that the city magistrate restricted their economic activities. 73 Solikowski wrote that all the restrictions were necessary to prevent the transformation of their economic power into social power. From Solikowski's point of view, the Armenians were too rich and were suspicious because of their close commercial ties with and trips to Turkey:
Because of the exceeding wealth of Armenians, who frequently negotiate with the Turks with whom they speak the same language, in the case of [ , 2000) , 298-9.
will soon be able to dominate the entire city and transform it from Catholic into heretic -which would be very dangerous to the Kingdom. 74 Since the lawsuit took place fi ve years before Solikowski's consecration as Archbishop of Lwów, his interest in it was probably provoked in 1597 when the city magistrate asked King Sigismund III to revoke the decree of 1578, and Solikowski was appointed as the head of commission of conciliation. In his report to the Roman Curia in 1595, Solikowski pointed out that Armenians of Lwów, by virtue of their "dexterity, wealth and power" (artes, opes et potentiam) partly occupied the city and seized almost all commerce from the Catholic burghers.
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Another incident provoking Solikowski's stance could have been the successful march of the Tatar army in July 1594 through Polish Pokuttya (Pokucie) and the Carpathians to Hungary, where they aimed to join the Ottoman army. Because Hetman Zamoyski could not stop the advancing Tatars, he was accused by some critics of a deliberate anti-Habsburg stance. 76 This event was seemingly echoed in Solikowski's description of the aforementioned litigation of 1578:
This time Fortuna smiled on the Armenians, because the king granted them equal rights with other citizens of the city. Many criticized the king for not being preoccupied with defending the rights of the city natives, because he was a foreigner himself (Peregrinus Rex), because of his own profi t, or because of his favour toward those who protected the interests of Armenians. 77 Undoubtedly, when mentioning powerful protectors of Armenians, Solikowski hinted at Chancellor Jan Zamoyski (1578-1605), who was the main advisor of the king and who settled Armenians -as well as Jews, Greeks and Scotts -in his private town of Zamość and granted them privileges in 1585. The rumours circulated in 1594 that the Tatar army was guided through Pokuttya by Gypsies and assisted by an infamous nobleman, a Ruthenian, Karaite Jews, and a captive Hungarian. 79 Therefore, the suspected "others" were attached to the external enemy.
Jan Solikowski is also considered as a possible author of an anonymous pamphlet published in 1596 and signed with cryptonym J.S.S.K. Since the pamphlet was addressed to the nobility sitting in the Diet, Archbishop Solikowski -a second in terms of importance member of the Senate -covered his authorship and entitled the pamphlet Vote of a Polish Nobleman.
Among other ways to boost the state treasury and defend the Ruthenian lands from the Turkish-Tatar threat, the author advised to collect a poll tax (pogłówne) from the Jews and to raise the tolls on expensive goods imported by "Armenians and all other merchants", or even to ban their import. The author blamed the extravagant consumption, "unknown to our ancestors", for causing the outfl ow of money from Poland to Italy and Turkey. The ban on imports would stop the outfl ow of cash, thereby providing fi nancial sources to pay the army, and fi nally, this measure "will prevent God's and our enemy from enriching himself at our expense." 80 It is revealing that unlike most of the examined noble authors, the author of the Vote of a Polish Nobleman readily attached Armenian merchants to the Oriental luxury, "newlyappeared" excessive consumption, and the outfl ow of money. led to a rivalry within the noble estate and the oppression of some nobles by more powerful ones. According to Skarga, the noblemen should use their wealth in a proper way -that is to make donations to the Church and to fortify their castles in order to defend Poland from its external enemies. 81 Szymon Starowolski (1588-1656) , a Polish intellectual and Catholic priest, in his description of Poland (1632) complained that the Polesactually the noblemen -were easily affected by foreign habits. 82 Starowolski condemned the nobility for their excessive consumption of Western and Oriental commodities. 83 Starowolski noted the role played by Armenian merchants in the Oriental trade: "This nation gladly dwells in the Kingdom of Poland on account of its avarice, and they provide us with various commodities, partly from Persia, partly from the Turkish Kingdom, and especially horses of good stock." 84 In following the Oriental fashion, the noblemen themselves endangered their religious identity. In his treatise Reformation of Polish Habits (ca. 1653), Starowolski criticized the Polish nobility for "the new habits, not just foreign, but heathen, Tatar, and Muslim". If only we export from the Kingdom more of our goods than we import foreign ones -in particular the unnecessary and redundant things -as a result we would not be treated as totally poor in comparison with other European nations, signifi cantly outnumbering us by their quantity of goods, the number of various artisans, the volume of bullion, and, fi nally, by their rational economic management.
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Powerful magnates protected the merchants in their service, to whom they granted letters of free passage. 88 As a rule, in such cases merchants argued that the commodity under question was not their property but the property of a magnate, since the nobles were officially freed from fees and tolls. 89 As Starowolski (1656) pointed out: "… under this pretext they [the noblemen] help many merchantslocals as well as foreigners, [including] Italians, Germans, Armenians, Scots, Jews -to evade tolls in exchange for a payoff." 90 Jan Andrzej Próchnicki, Catholic Archbishop of Lwów, in his report to Rome written in 1622 clearly juxtaposed Catholic and Armenian merchants as engaged in, respectively, fair and unfair trade: "Only our Catholic circumspection does not allow them (Armenians) to trade by deception and fraud, to buy by falsity and to gain profi t by destroying their soul. For our Catholics also do their trade, but they keep safe their conscience, and don't suffer from losses." 92 He did not blame Armenians for their economic or political misdeeds, but pointed out their religious errors. At the same time, he described the Armenians in a rather positive way, labelling them as "people of a respectable nation" (Ludzi Narodu tego zacnego) and giving some examples of Armenians as good Catholics in the past.
Thus, the 1590s could be defi ned as the turning point in the Polish Catholic clergy's perception of Armenians. Prior to the 1590s, Armenians were considered as a fi eld of missionary activity. They were not attached to the criticism of Oriental luxury and warnings about the Ottoman threat. In the discourses on the Armenians constructed in 1590s and later, the main attention was devoted to Armenian merchants, their commercial trips, and the outfl ow of silver to Ottoman lands, as well as the expansion of Oriental fashion, which was alleged to both bring about the moral decline of the Polish nobility as well as misbalance the Polish economy. Because their writings were addressed to Polish nobility -not interested in the errors of ' Armenian heresy' -none of these authors ever made references to the treaties of Andrzej Lubelczyk (Baptismus Armenorum, 1544; Liturgia seu missa Armenorum, 1549), a canonic of the Lwów cathedral, and Bembus (1630). The main aim of the Catholic clergymen was to infl uence the nobility's foreign policy and economic model, and to denounce its partnership with the trading Diasporas.
The discourses on the Armenians constructed by Polish Catholic clergymen were in sharp contrast with the efforts of Catholic missionaries -mostly Italians and Frenchmen -sent in 1664 by the Congregatio de Propaganda Fide from Rome to Lwów to unite Armenians with the Roman Church. These missionaries were not engaged in Polish political and mercantilist discourses and focused their attention on the Armenian 'religious errors', trying to assist them in achieving their salvation through their enlightenment and the revival of their language and culture. Sebastian Fabian Klonowic (1545-1602) dwelt in Lwów before the litigation of 1578 between the Armenians and Catholic burghers, and later made his career in Lublin. In his poem Roxolania (1584), Klonowic described the Armenian community of Lwów as importing Oriental luxury goods to the city: "There a long-haired Armenian, abundant in spices, brings from the Orient his countless merchandise …". 94 Klonowic gives his general opinion on the Armenian community of Lwów as such:
Armenians -a folk of ingenious menThere [in Lwów] chose their place of abode after they left their land. They brought there their priests and church-ware, And built a church for their religion. 95 Thus, Klonowic presented Armenians in a quite positive way, as pious men who supplied the city and the whole country with necessary goods. When describing a fair in his hometown, Klonowic listed many countries sending their goods to Lublin -and among them "the treasures of Armenia" (Armenicae opes) 96 -thus representing the city as an important commercial centre.
However, in his poem Flis [The Rafting] (1595) Klonowic already criticises the extravagant luxury. In his opinion, the agricultural products grown through peasants' hard work and rafted down the river Vistula to Gdańsk are exchanged there for redundant luxury. Thus, in Gdańsk the "haughtiness provokes extravagancy". 97 In Flis, Klonowic openly mocked the Armenians, putting them in the list of exotic peoples like the fi sh-eaters (Ichthyophagi), egg-eaters (Oonae), and locust-eaters (Acridophagi):
The mushrooms grew up to the Armenians after the Flood When the waters fl owed down the homeland's mountains, When Noah's ark landed on a rock And escaped the shipwreck. In this way, Klonowic reinterpreted the famous Biblical story of Noah's ark landing on the Ararat mountains. The Flood was reduced to an ordinary rain causing a rapid sprouting of mushrooms, as if it happened somewhere in Poland. Though at fi rst glance Klonowic seemed to be writing about the 'universal' Armenians, his mockery was directed against the wealthy Armenians of Poland. The mushrooms were daily food in Poland, accessible to the poorest strata. Thus, the allusion was made to the Armenian highland as a poor country, which so many Armenian migrants left in search of a better life elsewhere. By profaning the story of Noah's ark, Klonowic diminished the Armenians' symbolic capital and therefore undermined their aspirations for higher social status in the host society. The Italians and their cuisine became Klonowic's next target.
99 Therefore, Klonowic -as well as subsequent authors -refl ected the anxiety of the Catholic urban patricians, who saw their dominance endangered by the trading Diasporas backed by the aristocracy. And once again the 1590s could be defi ned as the turning point in Klonowic's perception of the Armenians.
The sumptuousness of Armenians was also noted by Ioannes Alembek (Alnpekius) (ca. 1570-1636), a humanist and apothecary, in his Topographia civitatis Leopolitanae, composed between 1603 and 1605. 100 He gave the psychophysical and gender-age account of four nations, or confessional communities of Lwów. About the Armenians he wrote that "their men are astute and sumptuous" (viri astuti et sumptuosi).
101 Alembek also noted that originally the Armenians were believers of the Roman Catholic Church and only after the Ecumenical council in Chalcedon in 469 (actually in 451) did they became followers of the heresies of Eutychius and Dioscorus. Alembek also mentioned the ancient liturgical instruments, books, and clothes brought from Armenia and used by the Armenian clergy in Lwów. Alembek was the sole author who 'provided' his Armenians with a statehood and history, since he mentioned the Armenian king Abgar, who sent envoys to Christ, and some Armenian kings of Cilicia 108 Petrycy's pamphlet is a good sample of guesswork, as he himself recognized: "We can't know for sure but have many reasonable causes to presume". 109 In the pamphlet he listed typical contemporary accusations of Jews. He accused Armenian merchants of the destruction of the Polish economy through the import of expensive luxury goods and outsourcing of money from Poland to Turkey. The commercial privileges granted to the Armenian merchants in the Ottoman Empire were interpreted by Petrycy as one more sign of their secret cooperation with the Turks. 110 He asserted that the Armenians were secretly forging their separate Commonwealth in Poland by winding into the aristocracy's favour. 111 According to Petrycy, Armenian merchants corrupted the morale of urban society with their expensive clothes and excessively ornate homes. Finally, Petrycy concludes that the Armenians are even more dangerous to the Polish Republic (Rzeczpospolita) than the traditional enemies of Christendom, the Jews.
Petrycy returns to the issue of Armenians and Oriental luxury in a poem published in 1609. In a separate chapter named Zbytek nieprzystojny [Unbecoming luxury], Petrycy described his beloved motherland as under attack by foreign goods and exotic food. He reserved two lines for Armenian merchants and Oriental rugs, mentioning them, among others, as signs of the moral decline of contemporary Polish noblemen as opposed to their virtuous ancestors, who "never dealt with foreign Armenians for hanging rugs on walls." 112 Petrycy did not read the medieval anti-Armenian writings. 113 At least, he never made any references to the Armenian religion. Probably
In one of these pamphlets, the Jews were blamed together with other diasporic nations. Polish Catholic polemists declared the principle that all ethnic or religious groups should act only in the proper economic niches allegedly prescribed to them in the olden times. As Sebastian Śleszkowski (ca. 1576-1648) 121 formulated it: "A Gypsy must be a Gypsy, a Scot must be a Scot, an Armenian must be an Armenian, a vagabond must be a vagabond, and a Jew must be a Jew." 122 According to the Catholic authors, Armenians arrived in Poland "as needy re-settlers, from distant lands, from Turkey", 123 -so they were "exotic newcomers" (advenae exotici) 124 who could not be treated as equal to the Catholic burghers. 125 The Catholic merchants were able to tolerate Armenian merchants as their partners only with respect to trade in Oriental goods. 126 According to the Catholic authors' logic, in the second half of the sixteenth century Jews, Scots and Armenians went beyond their economic niches and became competitors to the Catholic townspeople. 127 Thus, the economic and social advances of the trading Diasporas had provoked the anxiety of social disorder. As William Bouwsma (1990) pointed out: "Social identity depended on the boundaries between communities and classes, within which the individual was contained and at home. … Anxiety was thus transmuted into a fear of transgressing the boundaries defi ning the cultural universe." 128 In accordance with the alarmist claims of the Catholic moralists, the growing demand for luxury clothes had spread over the upper and lower classes, leading to the bodily expressed social disorder. 129 The 'price revolution' could be seen, among others, as the reason for the rise of xenophobia from the late sixteenth century. During the period from 1555 to 1575, the increase in prices amounted to 265 per cent, and in the 1590s -627 per cent. 130 The growing demand for food in Western Europe caused an increase in the export of agriculture products from Poland, thereby provoking a sharp rise in prices on the Polish market, which was particularly high in the 1590s and 1600s. And the burghers were much more affected by the extortionate prices than any other social group. The industrious Armenian, Jewish and Scottish merchants were deeply involved in this trade, and therefore blamed by their contemporaries for the increase in prices.
In the course of the crisis of 1648-60, when Poland was attacked by almost all its neighbours and many Poles switched their loyalty to foreign rulers, Armenians demonstrated their constancy and loyalty in many ways. In 1654 they were granted by King John Casimir equal rights with the Catholic burghers, and in the next decade some of them were ennobled by the king for their diplomatic services. Despite this, or perhaps rather because of it, a story about the fi ctional Armenian-Tatar alliance was repeated, with some new 'details', by Józef Bartłomiej Zimorowicz (1597-1677), a mayor of Lwów, in a city chronicle Leopolis Triplex written in the 1660s. In accordance with Zimorowicz's invention, the Armenians allegedly were in the Tatar service -initially as camp-followers, then adopted into troops -until Prince Lev recruited them into his army and then settled in Lwów. 131 Among other arguments used to criticize contemporary Armenians, Zimorowicz borrowed a sentence from Tacitus's Annales (II, 56) in his work entitled The famous men of Lwów (written in 1671, published in 1693). Describing the process of settling the city as it was founded by Prince Lev, Zimorowicz linked the Armenians to the Tatars, thus representing both nations as allies in their incursions into Poland: "Finally, ardent in military arts, the Armenians and Tatars, ambiguous as testifi ed to by Tacitus, were invited as warriors and granted citizenship".
Catholic patricians saw the Armenian merchants' aspirations for social advancement as undermining their dominant position in the city. This is why Zimorowicz tried to turn Armenians into ignoble neighbours, thereby signalling their ambiguity to the King in the hope that he would refrain from further acts of grace and empowerment towards Lwów's Armenians. 133 Thus, he suggested that if in the older times the Armenians cooperated with the Tatars against Poland, one ought to expect the same from their present-day descendants.
IX CONCLUSIONS
The examined sources reveal that the perception of the Armenian Diaspora in Poland was not homogeneous. The public discourses on the Armenians depended on their authors' social affi liations. Typically, the Armenians themselves were not of primary interest to the authors. In the public discourses of the examined epoch, the references to Armenians were made more frequently in connection to the debates focused on three issues: i) the outfl ow of money; ii) the import of redundant luxury; and iii) the Ottoman threat -all three discussed in moralist, economic and political terms. It is not surprising that every social estate defended its own interests, and thus the attitudes toward the Armenians varied accordingly.
Armenian merchants supplied the aristocracy with Oriental commodities, provided noblemen with loans, managed their manors, and exported oxen, wood, potassium and grain to Western countries. Thus, Armenian merchants were perceived by the noblemen not as a religious minority, but as a professional group -an effective economic tool, i.e. in the same way as contemporary Jewish and Scottish merchants. Usually the noble authors -except for some Protestants -were not very curious about the history or religiosity of the Armenian merchants. Their knowledge of the Armenians was based mostly on the authors' empirical observations. The noblemen mostly dealt with Armenians as merchants on the market, as helpful fellow travellers and interpreters during diplomatic trips to Istanbul, and as mediators in the redemption of relatives from Ottoman/Tatar captivity. Thus, in the nobility's discourses the Armenians had neither a motherland nor a history.
The nobility economically instrumentalized the trading Diasporas and their cooperation led to the decline of royal cities, thereby turning the Catholic burghers into devoted allies of the Church. In numerous writings, the Catholic clergymen and patricians who adhered to the royalist camp employed various fears -religious, political, social, and economic -to infl uence their readers. In the pamphlets, Jews and Armenians alike were depicted as suspect because of their trade 'in the lands of infi dels'. Therefore, both Diasporas were rhetorically attached to the Ottoman political and military threat and accused of the outfl ow of money from Poland to Turkey, and even of being the sultan's spies. In accordance with the pamphlets' arguments, the protection of the wealthy Jews and Armenians by the aristocracy promoted their social advance and endangered the whole social order. Both trading Diasporas were accused of importing luxury goods and causing the moral and economic decline of the nobility. The Diasporas' 'unfair trade' would lead to the decline and decreased standing of the Catholic burghers and the rise of 'infi del' residents in the cities, who allegedly would welcome the approaching Ottoman troops.
The dynamics of the Catholic clergy's and burghers' attitudes to Armenians underwent a dramatic turn in mid-1590s, when Armenians for the fi rst time were blamed for being the sultan's infi ltrators and having taken part in the Tatars' incursions against Poland in the late thirteenth century. Conspiracy narratives, as they emerged during the period of religious confessional confl icts, always made use of some unknown facts and events by inserting invented ones and connecting all with a causal explanatory narrative. Because of the religious and ethnic 'otherness' of the trading Diasporas, their strong social cohesion inside the networks and multiple commercial ties with co-believers abroad, their pragmatic strategies and practices were aimed at the generation of profi t, and were mostly (and deliberately) misrepresented by the critics as unfair, illegal, designed to crush their Polish Catholic competitors, and to do harm to the royal cities and even the Polish economy in general.
The Polish Catholic clergymen and city patricians -albeit for different purposes -employed the rhetorically constructed 'Armenians' in their writings, which were mostly addressed to the nobility. Thus,
